
 
A new generation of genetically modified (GM) foods is in the pipeline and if 
developers get their way, they won’t be labelled. In fact, they won’t be regulated 
at all. 

GM foods have been a failure with consumers. But rather than addressing public 
concerns, developers want to simply invent around the law.  

The new techniques build on current GM methods in ways that developers hope will 
see their products fall outside the legal definition of a GMO. 

Regulation-free GM is in developer sights because regulations have made GM crops 
visible in the marketplace. 

Today, the tag ‘GM’ triggers labelling requirements and retailer no-go zones that have 
seen GM crops ghettoed to animal feed or processed food ingredients that do not need 
to be labelled. 

Developers are now seeking to cast off regulatory demands by refashioning GM to be 
invisible to the law.  

“Every time we get together with companies”, a GM researcher told a leading journal, 
“the question is posed: How else can we circumvent these regulations?”  

New techniques such as cisgenics, zinc finger nuclease and agroinfiltration are not 
exactly household names - and developers hope to keep it that way.  

They are now pressing regulators in New Zealand and other countries to deem the 
techniques non-GM under law. The goal is to ring-fence what GM means to only 
cover the methods that have produced the GM crops grown in the Americas today. 
How regulators respond is critical. Their decisions will heavily influence which of 
these new techniques developers invest in. Those that escape the GM label – and thus 
regulation - could end up silently delivering the food we eat in the years to come.  

In New Zealand, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) has yet to formally 
confirm the legal status of many of the new techniques.  

Some, such as cisgenics, are virtually identical to GM used in commodity crops 
today. The Environment Ministry believes it is covered by New Zealand law - despite 
GM grass developers’ arguments that it should be exempted. 
However in a surprise decision that went against the advice of EPA staff, a three-
person committee decided in April that another of the new generation techniques - 
Zinc Finger Nuclease-1 (ZFN-1) – is not GM.   

The Sustainability Council is appealing the decision because it believes the EPA has 
misinterpreted the law and because the decision poses significant risks for food 
exporters and the economy. 



That ruling would allow ZFN-1 crops to go into New Zealand fields before most other 
countries have decided how to regulate such new techniques. More importantly, it 
puts New Zealand ahead of the marketplace.  
It would be a strategic blunder for New Zealand to allow new GM products to go 
uncontrolled into the food supply chain when their reception in overseas markets is 
far from certain and even trace contamination could cause product rejection.  

New Zealand could lose its status as a GM Free food producer without even having 
assessed what is at stake, and individual food producers could face major uncertainty 
about their future ability to meet GM Free requirements. 
Transparency about the use of GM in food is not just an imperative in the global 
marketplace, it is a deeply held societal expectation in New Zealand. 
The country’s GM laws are hard won – the result of years of intense public debate 
that has set minimum standards developers must meet.  
Given that history, New Zealanders should be able to expect these laws to fully 
capture new types of GM and provide all the protections promised. 
Anything less risks a public backlash, such as the US is now facing. After years of 
being in the dark, 93% of Americans now want GM foods labeled, according to a 
New York Times poll, and mandatory labeling laws are being considered in more 
than half their states.  Companies are scrambling to source non-GM ingredients as 
a result, presenting high value opportunities for New Zealand. 

New Zealand should not be leading the charge to allow GM to go underground: it 
should be leading the way with regulation and food products that are fully 
consistent with its clean green brand. New Zealanders and consumers in our key 
markets expect nothing less. 

 
An article based on this text was first published in the Dominion Post on November 
5 2013. 


